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This document contains release notes for the Oracle9i Lite release 5.0.2 for 
Sun SPARC Solaris and contains the following topics:

■ Section 1, "Known Issues"

■ Section 2, "Setting the Operating System Locale Encoding"

■ Section 3, "Setting the NLS_LANG Environment Variable"

■ Section 4, "CCJK Supplemental Information"

1 Known Issues
The following items are known issues for this release.

1.1 PIM Application Support for this Release
Replication of native PIM applications for Palm OS are not supported in 
this release. This includes: Addressbook, Todo, Memo, Datebook, Email, 
and Expense. The Oracle9i Lite release 5.0.2 for Windows may provide 
greater support for this feature based on demand. Please feel free to call an 
Oracle representative to file an Enhancement Request for Oracle9i Lite.

1.2 Control Center displays "?" rather Japanese Characters
There are two options to address this issue:

■ For Japanese Solaris install, operating system locale must be set to "ja_
JP.PCK" for SJIS encoding and not to "ja" for EUC encoding, before 
installing Mobile Server 5.0.2 by following the procedure outlined in 
Section 2.1, "Japanese Encoding".

■ Install JDK 1.3.1_04 prior to installing Mobile Server 5.0.2.



2 Setting the Operating System Locale Encoding
This section discusses setting the operating system locale for Web-to-Go for 
Japanese and Traditional Chinese before installing on a Solaris system.

2.1 Japanese Encoding
For a Japanese installation, the operating system locale environment 
variable should be set to "ja_JP.PCK" for SJIS encoding and not to "ja" for 
EUC encoding, prior to installing Mobile Server 5.0.2 for Solaris. 

Using the csh/tcsh Shell 
setenv LANG ja_JP.PCK

Using the sh/ksh Shell
LANG=ja_JP.PCK; export LANG

The correct character set will not be displayed in the browser if Mobile 
Server is using the "ja" value instead of "ja_JP.PCK". This setting is case 
sensitive.

2.2 Traditional Chinese Encoding
For a Traditional Chinese installation, the operating system locale should be 
set to "zh_TW.BIG5" for Traditional Chinese BIG5 encoding prior to 
installing Mobile Server 5.0.2 for Solaris. 

Using the csh/tcsh Shell 
setenv LANG zh_TW.BIG5

Using the sh/ksh Shell
LANG=zh_TW.BIG5; export LANG

The correct character set will not be displayed in the browser if your server 
is not using zh_TW.BIG5 locale encoding. This setting is case sensitive.

3 Setting the NLS_LANG Environment Variable
Setting  the NLS_LANG environement variable to the proper value is 
necessary for the Mobile Server to work in Japanese and Traditional 
Chinese on a Solaris system.

Before you start Web-to-Go, you need to set NLS_LANG as follows:
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Japanese Using the csh/tcsh Shell 
setenv NLS_LANG JAPANESE_JAPAN.JA16SJIS

Japanese Using the sh/ksh Shell
NLS_LANG = JAPANESE_JAPAN.JA16SJIS; export NLS_LANG

Traditional Chinese Using the csh/tcsh Shell 
setenv NLS_LANG "TRADITIONAL CHINESE_TAIWAN.ZHT16BIG5"

Traditional Chinese Using the sh/ksh Shell
NLS_LANG = "TRADITIONAL CHINESE_TAIWAN.ZHT16BIG5"; export NLS_LANG

4 CCJK Supplemental Information
This release supports CCJK (Chinese, Taiwanese, Japanese, Korean) 
languages in addition to English and European languages. This section 
provides CCJK specific information for the release.

4.1 Character Sets
The following information pertains to CCJK character sets supported by the 
database and the Mobile Server.

4.1.1 Supported Character Sets for Database Kernels
Oracle Lite Database is NOT a NLS component. In order to reduce the 
kernel size, it is built for each language which supports native character sets 
for Windows. Which means, each language has each kernel. Here are the 
character sets supported by this release: 

■ Chinese: MS936 CodePage (Simplified Chinese GBK, ZHS)

■ Taiwanese: MS950 CodePage (Traditional Chinese BIG5, ZHT)

■ Japanese: MS932 CodePage (Japanese Shift-JIS, JA)

■ Korean: MS949 CodePage (Korean, Ko) 

The database kernel for each language in this list only supports its 
corresponding character set. Other multibyte character sets are not 
supported.
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4.1.2 Supported Character Sets for Mobile Server
Mobile Server components, such as Mobile Sync, are NLS components. 
These components are built based on Java technology and support all 
character sets which Java technology supports. But there are some 
restrictions.

4.1.2.1 Multibyte Characters in a User Name  

Multibyte characters cannot be used for Mobile Sync names and Web-to-Go 
user names. 

4.1.2.2 NLS Character Integrity Issues for Consolidator  

When Mobile Sync synchronizes with an Oracle database which has a 
multibyte character set other than UTF8, the character integrity issue 
occurs. Mobile Sync retrieves data from the server database through Oracle 
8.1.7 OCI JDBC Driver for Oracle9iAS version 1.0.2.2, and 9i for Oracle9iAS 
version 2.0. Character sets are converted from database character sets to 
UTF8 by Oracle Server’s NLS functions. In the code conversion, some 
multibyte characters are garbled because of the difference of the character 
mapping. This is not a bug of Mobile Sync.

For more Information, see "Character Integrity Issues in NLS Environment" 
technical paper on Oracle Technology Network (technet.oracle.com) 
Java/SQLJ & JDBC section in Technologies category. 

4.1.2.3 Reserved Keyword Handling  

Some characters cannot be used for the object name in Oracle Lite database 
for Palm because of the difference in reserved word handling between 
Oracle database and Oracle Lite database for Palm.

For example, in the Orders sample application (sample11 database schema), 
the word ’KEY’ is used as a column name of ORD_DETAIL table. However 
KEY is recognized as a reserved word by Oracle Lite database for Palm, 
which is, SQL including the KEY column causes a syntax error.

Therefore the KEY column is unable to be accessed in Palm Computing 
Platform.

4.2 Mobile Server Code Conversion Behavior
Mobile Server performs code conversion function internally. In servlet 
programming, it is very common to implement code conversion logic in the 
servlet to get parameter values from the client side. In this release, Mobile 
Server does that code conversion automatically. Users do not need to 
implement code conversion code in the servlets. If the code conversion code 
is implemented, the retrieved value of the parameters will be garbled. 
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4.3 Overlay Support For Palm Computing Platform
This release contains files for two GUI components for the Palm Computing 
Platform; Mobile SQL and Mobile Sync. The GUI parts for those 
components can be translated based on overlay technology, which is 
provided by Palm, Inc. This release has the following resource .prc files for 
Japanese market:

■ msync_jpJP.prc

■ msync_static_jpJP.prc

■ msql_jpJP.prc

■ msql_static_jpJP.prc 

Because these files have only resource portions for corresponding 
executables (.prc), if the only the resource file is installed, it does not work 
at all.

In a deployment environment of  the Mobile Server, Mobile Sync and its 
resource file are deployed together by default. However for development, 
users need to install both executable and resource files manually. 

For more information about overlay technology, see "Palm OS 
Programmer’s Companion" distributed at http://www.palmos.com. 
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